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Dedicated to Professor Adriano Barlotti on the occasion of his 80th birthday
Abstract. A dimensional dual hyperoval satisfying property (H) [6] in a project!ve space
of order 2 is naturally associated with a "semi-Boolean" Steiner quadruple system. The only
known examples are associated with Boolean systems. For every d > 2, we construct a new d-
dimensional dual hyperoval satisfying property (H) in PG(d(d + 3)/2,2); its related semi-
Boolean system is the Teirlinck one. It is universal and admits quotients in PG(«,2), with
4d < n < d(d + 3)/2, if d ^ 6. We also prove the uniqueness of ^-dimensional dual hyperovals
satisfying property (H) in PG(d(d + 3)/2,2), whose related semi-Boolean systems belongs to
a particular class, which includes Boolean and Teirlinck systems. Finally, we prove property
(ml) [6] for them.
1 Introduction
1.1 Definitions and preliminary results. As in [7], a d-dimensional dual hyper oval is
a family F of ^/-dimensional subspaces in a projective space Π of dimension η and
order q satisfying the following conditions:
(i) every point of Π belongs to either 0 or 2 members of F;
(ii) any two members of F have precisely a point in common;
(iii) the set of points belonging to the members of F spans Π.
Since the number 9(d,q) of points of PG(d,q) is equal to (qd+l - \)/(q — 1), it
follows by (i) and (ii) that \F\ = 9(d,q) + 1 - (qd+l + q- 2}/(q - 1).
When η = 2 and d = 1, we get the classical definition of dual hyperoval in a pro-
jective plane. In that case q is necessarily even. This property has been generalized in
[4] for any d-dimensional dual hyperoval in PG(n,q) with n odd.
d-dimensional dual hyperovals appear as a particular case of d-dimensional dual
arcs, defined in [11] substituting (i) with
(j) every point of Π belongs to at most 2 members of F.
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For any result on rf-dimensional dual arcs, we refer to [12]. In this paper we restrict
the subject to d-dimensional dual hyperovals. We also assume d > 1, since d = 1
corresponds to the usual dual hyperovals in projective planes. We use the terminol-
ogy dimensional dual hyperoval if we do not need to point out the dimension d.
Yoshiara proved in [12] that D = d(d + 3)/2 and D + 2 are upper bounds for the
dimension of a projective space of order q, containing a d-dimensional dual hyper-
oval, in the cases q > 2 and q — 2, respectively.
For q — 2h, h > 1, this is the best possible, since Yoshiara also constructed in [12]
a ^-dimensional dual hyperoval, for any d, by completing a d-dimensional dual arc
defined by Thas and Van Maldeghem in [9].
The upper bound D -h 2 in the case q = 2 maybe could be improved. In fact the
d-dimensional dual hyperovals, which are known until now in projective spaces of
order 2, also suggest D as upper bound.
As in [6], we give the following definition.
Definition 1.1. Given a d-dimensional dual hyperoval F and an m-subspace W
in PG(n,q), if the family F' obtained factorizing F by W is a ^/-dimensional dual
hyperoval in PG(n — m — 1, q), we say that F' is a quotient of F. A dimensional dual
hyperoval which is not a quotient of any other one is called universal. A dimensional
dual hyperoval is minimal if does not admit any quotient.
We get the following result for the existence of quotients of dimensional dual
hyperovals in projective spaces of order 2.
Theorem 1.2. A d-dimensional dual hyper oval F in PG(«,2), with n > 4d, admits a
quotient in PG(fc, 2), 4d ^ k ^ n.
Proof. We recall that a ^-dimensional dual hyperoval F in PG(«, 2) can be factorized
in a c/-dimensional dual hyperoval in PG(n — / — 1,2) if and only if there is an i-
subspace of PG(n, 2) disjoint with the union, say L, of the 2d-spaces spanned by the
pairs of distinct ^-spaces of F ([6], [12]).
Since the number of pairs of ^-spaces of F is 2d(2d+l — 1) and the number of points
of a 2d-space is 22d+l — 1, we have:
\L\ < 2d(2d+l - l)(22d+l - 1) < 24i/+2 - 1 = |PG(4rf+ 1,2)|
Since n ̂  4d -f 1, the complement ^L of L in PG(/i,2) is not empty. Therefore, fac-
torizing by a point of #L, we get a d-dimensional dual hyperoval of PG(n — 1,2).
By induction we get the statement. Π
Definition 1.3. A dimensional dual hyperoval F in PG(w, q) is said to satisfy property
(H) if, for any triple of distinct members of F, denoting by π the plane containing
their pairwise intersection points, the set of lines of π contained in some member of F
is a dual hyperoval (then q is even).
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Note that any quotient of a dimensional dual hyperoval defined as above also sat-
isfies property (H).
Definition 1.4. A ^/-dimensional dual hyperoval F is said to satisfy property (ml) if,
for any triple of distinct members of .F, the intersection between the 2J-space spanned
by two of them and the third one is a line.
Property (ml) is not necessarily preserved by quotients. Property (ml) is denoted
by (T) in [4] and in [12]. Huybrechts proved in [6] that (ml) implies (H).
It is immediate to see that property (H) allows to group the members of F in
blocks of size q + 2 such that any q + 1 members of a block B meet the remaining
member of B in q + 1 points belonging to the same line. These blocks give rise to
a (3, q -f 2, (qM +q- 2)/(q - 1)) Steiner system (whose points are the members of
F) whose derived systems are isomorphic to PG\(d,q), the point-line system asso-
ciated with PG(d, q). We recall that, enriching such a Steiner system by all possible
pairs of distinct points, called lines, we get a geometry belonging to the diagram
c.PG!(rf,?).
We remark that any quotient of a dimensional dual hyperoval F satisfying prop-
erty (H) gives rise to the same Steiner system related to F.
For q = 2 a Steiner system as above is said to be a semi-Boolean Steiner quadruple
system of order 2d+l (SBQS(2^+1) in short). A particular case of SBQS(2i/+1) is the
Boolean Steiner quadruple system of order 2έ/+1, i.e., the point-plane system associated
with the affine space of dimension d + 1 and order 2.
In [1] an explicit construction of SBQSs is proposed. Here we describe a particular
case of it. Let V be the (d + 1 .) -dimensional vector space over TLi and let z be an ele-
ment chosen in F — {0}. Given X c γ — {Q,z} such that xeX if and only if
χ + ζ e X, consider the map q from (^) to V defined as follows:
q({a,b,c})=a + b + c+[x(a + b)+x(a + c}+X(b + c)}z, (1)
where χ is the characteristic function of X. Set Ά(Χ) = {{a,b, c, q({a, 6, c})} \
{a,b,c} e (ξ|)}. In [1] it is proved that the pair (V,&(X}} is an SBQS. In the fol-
lowing such a system will be called characteristic. Since in [1] it is also proved that
there are at least 2L3(i/"3)/2J characteristic SBQS(2rf+1), we may state the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.5. For any d ^ 3, there exist at least 2L3^~3^2-I geometries belonging to the
diagram c.PG\(d, 2).
Remark 1.6. The Boolean SBQS(2i/+1) is characteristic, since it corresponds to the
case X = 0. Also, the SBQS(2rf+1) as defined by Teirlinck in [8] is characteristic
since it may be viewed as ( V, Ά(Χ)} with X = V - {0, z}.
1.2 Examples of dimensional dual hyperovals. We give a list of the dimensional dual
hyperovals which are known until now.










































Property (ml) (and consequently property (H)) always holds in cases b), e) and f),
while in case c) it holds only if (d, n) = (2,5). Property (H) also holds, for each d, for
exactly one ^/-dimensional dual hyperoval of c) in dimension 2d + 1. All these dimen-
sional dual hyperovals satisfying (H) are related to the Boolean Steiner system. Prop-
erty (H) (and consequently property (ml)) does not hold for any dimensional dual
hyperoval of a), as proved by Yoshiara (private communication).
The ^/-dimensional dual hyperovals of b) admit quotients in PG(w,2), for every n
with 2d+\^n^D = d(d + 3)/2 ([12], Theorem 14). Those of f) admit quotients
in PG(«, 2), for every n with 4d ^ n < D, if d ^ 6 (Theorem 3.4). The d-dimensional
dual hyperovals of a) also admit quotients in ΡΟ(«,2Λ), for every η with 4d — 2 <
n ^ D ([12], Proposition 15).
We refer the reader to the papers recalled in the above table for more information
about the examples. Here, we describe explicitly only the dimensional dual hyper-
ovals of b). Consider in PG(D,2) the Grassmann variety of lines of PG(rf-h 1,2)
(D = d(d -f 3)/2). The image of the point set of a copy of AG(d + 1,2) inside
PG(rf+ 1,2), under the Grassmann transformation, is a J-dimensional dual hyper-
oval of PG(Z>, 2).
1.3 Dimensional dual hyperovals and c.AG* geometries. As remarked in [7], every
^/-dimensional dual hyperoval F gives rise to a geometry belonging to the diagram
c.AG^+1, where AG^+1 represents the dual of the point-line system of a (d + 1)-
dimensional affine space. This geometry satisfies property (LL), and also satisfies
property (T) (see [7], §1.5) if and only if F satisfies property (ml). If q = 2, the
previous diagram becomes c.c* and the corresponding geometries are semi-
biplanes.
2 Characteristic dimensional dual hyperovals
As in the previous section let V = TL^1 and let A" be a subset of V — {0, z} (z a non-
zero element of V\ with the property that χ e X implies that χ 4- z e X.
Let ̂  be a basis of V containing z and set ̂  = 3S U {0}. Every vector of V is the
sum of an odd number of elements of ̂ , in a unique way. We denote by J(v) the odd
subset of ̂  related to the vector v.
Recall that the symmetric difference ΑΔΒ between two sets A,B is defined by
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A AB = (A U B) — (A Π B). More generally, given A\,. . . ,An, the symmetric differ-
ence ΑΙ Δ · · · AA„ is the set of elements belonging to an odd number of A f s .
For every ordered pair (w, v) of elements of V ', let us define:
})\}, (2)
where [>>] means the residue class of y modulo 2. Note that:
{O,O + z}n9*0=>xu,, = 0. (3)
We remark that, for any w, υ e V
•^•w, v = ^w, v+z ~ %u+z, v = XU+Σ, v+z v, J
and, in particular,
*M,0 — -*M,Z? ·*0,Μ — xz,u· (5)
We point out that, in the following, all equalities involving xu.v's are understood in
Z2. By abuse of notation, we will write y instead of the residue class [y].
Proposition 2.1. For every triple of elements u, v\,v2 in V, we have
Χίΐ,υι +Xw,t;2 + XU,u + Xu,u+v}+V2 = \Xn{u + Vi,U + V2,V\ + V2}\. (6)
Proof. Using (2) we get
2
}w6y(i;/) Δ iw + u/»l
1=1
(7)
Since J(v\ -\-V2-\-u) = J(v\) &J(v2) Δ J(w), we also have
{u + w}wey(ei) Δ{Μ + w}^^ Δ{ιι + w
From (7), (8) we deduce the statement. Π
Let F be a rf-dimensional dual hyperoval in PG(«,2) satisfying property (H).
Assume that its associated SBQS, say β, is characteristic and related to X ^ V —
{0, z} (z a non-zero element of V such that xel'^.x + ze X). Such a structure will
be called a characteristic d-dimensional dual hyperoval.
For every ve V, let S„ be the rf-space of F associated with v. Given two d-spaces
Sw, Sy in F, denote by aUiO (or indifferently by aOiU) the intersection point Su Π 5υ.
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From now on we will work in TL^+l that, by abuse of notation, will be identified
with PG(«, 2) U {0}. For every u e V, we set:
au,u = 0. (9)
Given pairwise distinct u, v\,V2 in V, in view of property (H) we have
where q({u, v\ , t^}) is the 4th point of the block of Q determined by u, v\ , v>i. Since Q
is characteristic, equalities (10), (9) and (1) imply
au,u+V[+V2 if \X Π ({u + ΌΙ} Δ {u 4- 1;2} Δ {ΌΙ + ν2})\
is even, (11)
ζ otherwise.
Thus, chosen v\ , ̂ 2, . . . , i>/, / > 2,
— if / is even, we have
if pT ΓΊ ({« + in} Δ · · · Δ{ιι + υ/} Δ{ϋι + - - · 4- ϋ,·})|
is even, (12)
otherwise.
— if / is odd, we have
faUiVl+...+Oi if \ΧΓ\({η + υι}Δ ··· Δ{Μ + υ,·}Δ{Η + νι Η f - t>/}) |
is even, (13)
(aUj V] +...+Vi+z otherwise.
We remark that, for any M, v in F, we get by (13)
For any ordered pair («, z;) of elements of F, we get by (2), (13) and (14)
V "̂  ι / ι \ / I C\
uu>v = / ^ a^w ~^ X",v(au,Q +au,z)> (i5)
By iterated use of (15) and (4), we get







In conclusion, for any u,v Ε Κ we have:
fl"X+
w'eJ(u)
Note that from (14) we also deduce
ι V^ ( ι ^ nn\au^+z = au^v H- 2_. (aw,Q ~^ aw,z) V * ' /
and in particular
The previous results allow to get the following upper bound for the dimension of a
projective space containing a characteristic J-dimensional dual hyperoval:
Theorem 2.2. If a characteristic d-dimensional dual hyperoval F exists in PG(n, 2), then
3)/2.
Proof. In view of (iii) in Section 1, it is enough to prove that the set {aWiWt \ w, w' 6
^, w 7^ w'} of size (^2) spans all the points M > „ of the J-spaces of F. The statement
follows from equality (16). Π
Remark 2.3. Equality (16) shows that a characteristic dimensional dual hyperoval in
PG(d(d -f 3)/2, 2) is completely determined by the characteristic SBQS related to it.
In particular, for any d, the only ^-dimensional dual hyperoval in PG(d(d + 3), 2)
whose related SBQS is Boolean belongs to the Huybrechts' family.
Remark 2.4. For any w, υ e V, equalities aw?M = 0 and aw?u = av^u imply, by (16), strong
conditions on the values xMj„ and consequently on the SBQS associated with a char-
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acteristic dimensional dual hyperoval. We already know that the Boolean system of
order 2d+l is suitable for a J-dimensional dual hyperoval (the Huybrechts' one).
Now, we prove that the Teirlinck SBQS(2i/+1) is also related to a d-dimensional dual
hyperoval.
Theorem 2.5. Let Q be the Boolean or the Teirlinck system 5(3,4,2d+l). Up to isomor-
phism, there is exactly one d-dimensional dual hyperoval in PG(d(d + 3)/2,2), sat-
isfying property (H) and admitting Q as related SBQS.
Proof. The uniqueness has been noticed in Remark 2.3. The existence in the Boolean
case is clear in view of the Huybrechts' family. It remains to prove the existence in the
case when Q is a Teirlinck system. fd+~
Take an arbitrary bijection α between (|) and a fixed basis of W — Z^ anc* set:
/ f y \bw,w' = bW'iW = a({w, v/}) for all {w, w'} e l j .
We also set bWiW = 0 for every w e &.
For every pair {u, v} of elements of V, we define bu^v as suggested by (16):
(19)
_ bw,o + bWiZ). (20)
weJ(u) weJ(v) weJ(u)
w'eJ(v)
We note that (20) is an identity for u, v in ^, since in this case J(u) = {u}, J(v) = {v}
and xUjV = xv,u = 0 by (3).
We recall that the Teirlinck system is related to the set X = V - {0, z} (see Remark
1.6). Since the size of {{u + w}we/^ Δ{ιι + v}} is even, by (2) we have xUtO = 1 if and
only if {υ, ν + ζ} Π # = 0 and one of the following conditions holds:
A) {0, z} g J(v) and {u, u + z}K J(v) Φ 0;
Β) {Ο, ζ} c= j(v) and {u, u + ζ} Π (/(ν) - {Ο, ζ}) Φ 0;
C) w e { t > , + z}.
Hence, a straightforward computation shows that (20) implies
bu,u = Q f o r a l l w e F , (21)
bu,u+z = J^ (6w,o H- bWjZ) for all w 6 V (22)
wey(w)
and for any w, t; with w φ {ι?, ι; + ζ}
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with iUjV e TLi defined by
iu,v = Ο 4=> {Ο, ζ} ci /(y) for some ;; e {w, w + z, y, y + z}. (24)
It follows that, for any w, ν in Κ
bu,v — 6», ι/· (25)
If bUtu φ 0, (23) allows to express bu,v as a sum of some pairwise distinct elements
bptg, with p,q e<&. This sum will be called reduced sum ofbu,v. If bUju = 0, we will say
that the reduced sum of bu,O is null.
Let us prove that u φ ν implies bu,v φ 0. Let υ φ u -f z. If u = 0, equality (23)
becomes bu,Q = ΣΜ^/Μ *M + Μ^ο,ζ ^ 0 since /(M) - {z} φ 0. We get the analo-
gous result for ν = ζ or u = 0 or u = z. If both u and v are different from 0 and z, by
(23) there is at least one iy w/ with w, w' e # - {0, z} appearing in the reduced sum of
bu^. On the other hand (22) implies bu,u+- φ 0. Thus, in every case, from u Φ ν we
deduce bUjV φ 0.
For any u, v in F, a straightforward but quite tedious computation shows that (21),
(22) and (23) imply
"'νν ~^ xu,»(bu,Q + ^M,Z)· (26)
weJ(v)
Given three pairwise distinct elements w, f i , 2 in F, from (26) and (21) it follows:
i(bUiQ + bUj2) ( /=1,2) , (27)
u,u(bu,Q +^w,z), (28)
— / v ^M,W + ^Μ,Μ+^+Ι^ί^ΙΙ,Ο + ^Μ,ζ)· (29)
Recalling that /(M + DI + y2) = J ( u ) A J ( v i ) & J ( v 2 ) , we deduce from (27), (28) and
(29)
bu,U+V[+V2 = / ^ bli.W H~ / v ^W,W ~l· / ^ ^M,)V + -^Μ,
we/(»i) weJ(v2) weJ(u)
— bu,vi + bUiV2 + / v ^M,VV + (*Μ,υι + -^Μ,ϋ2 +
w 6 /(M)
— ^Μ,ϋι + t?U,l?2 4- (^Μ,ϋι + Xll,V2 ~^ XU, U +
whence
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^ _!_£ _ £ + (x +x + χ + χ }(b o + b ). (30)
Since bUiU+V}+1)2+z = bUjU+Vl+V2 4- 6«*,o + bUyZ, we get from (6) and (30)
fbUitl+Vl+V2 if \XCl{u + v\,u + V2>v\ 4-172}| is even,
M 'u l U'V2 \fr1/jll+l,l+I,2+z otherwise,
that is by (1)
For every ueV, define Su = {bUiV: v e V}. By (32) Su is a subspace of W, which,
by (26), is spanned by the elements fttt>w with w e &.
For any ueV and vv e /(w), (28) implies
/ V "̂  τ /; » \ /·Λ·^\
Thus we deduce that the dimension (as vector space) of Su is at most d -f 1 . Now,
our goal is to prove that, for any choice of two distinct pairs of distinct elements of
F, {w, v}, {u1, i/}, we have bUjO ^ bu>^.
Partition the set of pairs {w, f}, u ̂  u, in equivalence classes of type {{w, υ},
{w 4- z, ^}, {w, t? -f z}, {M + ζ, ι? + }̂}. We denote such a class by [{w, i?}].
Note that (23) implies that any w e (J(u)OJ(v)) — {0,z} appears an even or odd
number of times as index of some elements in the reduced sum of bUiV) according to
whether w belongs to J(u) C[J(v) or J(u) Δ /(D), respectively.
This remark allows, starting from the reduced sum of bu,v, to completely determine
J(u) - {0,z}, J(v) — {0,z}, and therefore the equivalence class [{u, v}}. It follows
that, if {w, t;}, {w', ι/} do not belong to the same class, then bUiV and Ζνχ have distinct
reduced sums, namely they are distinct.
Now we choose an equivalence class [{w, v}]. If v = u -f z, this class is a singleton.
If ν φ u + z, it is formed by four distinct pairs. In this case, from (23) we deduce
bu,v+z — bu,v 4- &w,
whence
bu+z,v = bu^ + 2^
weJ(u) weJ(v)
Then 6Mjy, bu,O+z, bu+z^, bu+ZjV+z have pairwise distinct reduced sums.
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(d+2\
Since the set {bw,w> \ {w, w'} e (|)} is a basis of TL^ 2 ', it follows that 6Mjt; ^ iv,»/,
whenever {w, t?}, {w', t/} are distinct pairs of (2). This implies that for any two dis-
tinct Sw, Sv we have Su Π 5„ = {0, bu^}.
Now note that \SU\ = \{bu,v \veV}\ = 2d+l, so that Su has dimension d + 1. Inter-
preting the previous results in PG(J(*/ + 3)/2, 2), we deduce that the protective J-
spaces corresponding to the ΑΊ/s form a ^-dimensional dual hyperoval. It satisfies
property (H) by (32). Π
3 Universality and quotients
Theorem 2.2 immediately implies:
Theorem 3.1. All characteristic d-dimensional dual hyperovals in PG(d(d + 3)/2, 2)
are universal.
Now, we prove that any characteristic d-dimensional dual hyperoval is quotient of
a suitable one in PG(d(d + 3)/2, 2).
Theorem 3.2. Xwy characteristic d-dimensional dual hyper oval F in PG(«,2), n <
d(d + 3)/2, is the quotient of a characteristic d-dimensional dual hyperoval in
PG(d(d -f 3)/2, 2), related to the same characteristic SBQS.
Proof. We use the same notation as in the previous section. Since n < d(d + 3)/2, the
set A = {ax,y : {*, 7} e (|)} is a set of generators but not a basis of PG(«,2). Let A1
be a basis contained in Ay and take a^p mA- A' . Consider PG(«, 2) as a hyperplane
α in PGO* +1,2) and fix a point /? in PG(n + 1, 2) - a. Set
a/ = a* for x* y E & with χ' ̂ } ̂  {^» y and
For any au^ in PG(«,2) consider equality (16) and define a! in PG(n + 1,2) by
replacing every ax?j; (x, 7 e ^) with ̂  ̂  in the right hand side of (16).
For any fixed u, the elements a'u v again determine a J-space S„, whose projection
from p on α is Su. The family F' = {^}Me v is a rf-dimensional dual hyperoval hav-
ing F as quotient. By a finite number of liftings, we get a ^-dimensional dual hyper-
oval in PG(d(d + 3)/2, 2) having F as quotient. Π
Theorems 3.1, 3.2 imply:
Theorem 3.3. A characteristic d-dimensional dual hyperoval in PG(w, 2) is universal if
and only if n = d(d + 3)/2.
We note that Theorem 1.2 implies:
Theorem 3.4. If d ^ 6, a^y characteristic d-dimensional dual hyperoval in PG(d(d -h
3)/2, 2) flwfrwto quotients in PG(fc, 2), 4d ̂ k^d(d + 3)/2.
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In particular the above result holds for the universal dimensional dual hyperovals
constructed starting from the Teirlinck SBQS's in Theorem 2.5. In our opinion, the
lower bound 4d should be improved for them, as it happens for the Huybrechts'
family.
4 Property (ml)
Lemma 4.1. A d-dimensional dual hyperoval satisfying property (H) does not satisfy
property (ml) if and only if there exist six pairwise distinct elements of V, u, t;, u' ', t/, u11 ',
ι/', such that
t/ = <2ιι",ν"' (34)
Proof Suppose that (34) holds. Since the elements u, v,u' ,v' ,u" ,v" are pairwise
distinct, the intersection of Su» with the 2^-space spanned by Su and Su· contains
the point aunjV». We want to prove that this point does not belong to the line
<#M.M")<V,i /">· If not this line would be coplanar with the line <#Μιϋ,<νχ> so that
<flM,i»fli/ , t t"> and OM'x,aW',M"> would meet in the point aUyU>. In this case au»,v»
would lie on the plane determined by the pairwise meeting points of Su, Su· and Su».
Property (H) would imply υ — ν' = υ" = q({u,u' ,u"}), a contradiction. Since αη»,υ»
belongs to (SU,SU>^) — < M,M",<v,W"> (hence (Su,Suiyr\Su» is not a line), property
(ml) does not hold.
If property (ml) does not hold then there exist three pairwise distinct elements
w, w' ,w" in V such that (Su, Suiy f\ Su» contains a point <νχ3 with υ" φ {w, u',u",
q({u, u', u"})}. Thus there exist ν and v' in V such that
tfw,u + β-ιι',υ' — <V',y"· (35)
Obviously, both ν and v' are different from u and u' . It remains to prove that
v, v', v" are pairwise distinct. If not, we may suppose ν — υ' . In such a case, property
(H) also implies υ — vf = v" . Thus, by property (H) and (35), we have:
whence u" = q({u, u', v"}), i.e., v" = q({u, u' ', «"}), a contradiction. Π
From now on, let F be a characteristic ^-dimensional dual hyperoval. As in the
(d+2\ J^
previous sections we work in the vector space Έ\ . Again we choose a basis 3%
containing ζ in V = Z^1 and set> as in Section 2, ̂  = A U {0}.
Lemma 4.2. .For awy u,u' ,u" in V, we have
au,u+z + #M',«'+Z + ^M",M"+Z ^ 0. (36)
Proof Suppose au,u+z + <v,W'+z + au»^"+z = 0. It follows from (18) that
0 =
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The above equality implies J(u") = /(w)A/(w /), and then J(u") would be even, a
contradiction. Π
Lemma 4.3. For any u, u' , v' in V^ we have
au,u+z + aU',V' + au>+z,v>+z φ 0. (37)
Proof. Suppose 0W,M+Z -Ι- οΜ'χ -l· 0Μ/+ζχ+Γ = 0. It follows from (14) and (18) that
0=
\veJ(u) weJ(u') weJ(v')
The above equality implies J(u) = J(u'} Δ/(ι/), and then J(u) would be even, a con-
tradiction. Π
We give some new notation. For every u in V, we set J*(u) = J(u) — {0,z}. For
w, υ in F, we also set:
Du,v = J(u) - J(v) DZO = J*(u)-J*(v)
(38)
A,,« - -/(*) - /(«) D;U = J*(v) - J*(u)
uUjV = j(u)oj(v) u;i0 = /*(«) u j»
Furthermore, for any pair of subsets 5, Γ of ^, define
seS
Finally, define by (16) the reduced sum of the <2Mit,'s as done by (23) for the />w?l/s in
the proof of Theorem 2.5.
Remark 4.4. Since J(u) and J(v) have odd size, we deduce \DU^\ = \DVjU\ =
|/W)U| + 1 (mod2). If w e 1*^ then the number yw of elements aw,x in the reduced
sum of a^v equals either ΙΑ/,»] + |A;jW| or |A/ji;| + |A;,w| ± 2 (taking into account the
possible term aw^ + aWjZ) so that yw is even. If w e /)* y, then the number yw of ele-
ments aw,x in the reduced sum of aU)t, equals either |/(i>)| or \J(v)\ ± 2 so that yw is
odd. Analogously it happens for the elements w in Z>*M .
Proposition 4.5. Lei aUjV + αΜ/^/ 4- aM",y» = 0. Every w e (Uu,v U ί/Μ/χ U Uu><,v») —
{0,z} belongs to at least two sets among C/Mji;, C/„ / > y / , Z7M")I;'/ <3«<i belongs to Q or 2 sets
among Du^v,Dv^u,DU'iV>, Α/,Μ') Α/'Χ'Ά/',Η"·
Proof. The equality in the hypothesis implies that the number of distinct elements
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<V.X in the sum of the three reduced sums of flw,u,<v,t/,tfw",i;" is even. The statement
follows from Remark 4.4. Π
Theorem 4.6. Every characteristic d-dimensional dual hyperoval in PG(d(d -f- 3)/2, 2)
satisfies property (ml).
Proof. According to Lemma 4.1, it is enough to prove that equality (34) does not
hold for any choice of pairwise distinct elements u, v, u' , ν' , u" , v" in V. Set
weJ(v) weJ(u)
Using (16) and (39), equality (34) becomes
0 = Λ / . , + fl//> + ^
v»,Du„ v„ + /B// < r «,D F , / „// H- /v/ „„,/>„/>» + w",t,"· (40)
Since the points αΧ}>, with χ, 3; distinct elements of ̂  (and in particular of ̂  — {0, z})
are independent in PG(rf(rf -l· 3)/2, 2), equality (40) implies
0 =
With
^ :::· ·*!/, u U u', v' 5 -^ "̂  ·*«', ; ^M, i/5 ·" ~ -*w, t; ' ' lu' ,v' ·>
E = / Μ , ϋ Π Ζ > Μ ' ι Ι ? / , F = / M , u n Z V 5 U / , £' = /u/ii;/ n/)M>t) , F' — IU',»'
H = DU,V~ Uu'iv', K — DV,U — υ^,ν1, H = Du',vi — UUjV, K = Dv>jU> — i/Mjy,
? - Α,,,η Α,/Χ, Ο = /> ,u n A',«', ^ = DU,V n /)„/,„/, r = A^n/v,,/,
we have
ai^D*tt + ai^o;tU + aDi„D;tU = A,E> + /4,// H- ̂ ,P + ΟΛ,
H- yi, + /4, y + ^,£' -H #£,// H- ^5,ρ + ,* + ,F' + JB,
H- ̂ ,// + aE,p 4- έΖ£,^ + ^£,F' + αΕ,κ + E,Q + aE, γ + F,
-h F,F; + aF,K + &F,Q + F, Y + &E',F' + <*E',K + aE',Q + £;, r 4- QH,
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'< Y
4- #£',£ 4- #£',//' 4- £',P Ί- fl£', Υ 4- £',F 4" #£',#' + #£', Q 4" 0£',^ + #£',£ + ^F'.H'
4- flp',/> 4- flp', r 4- flp',F 4- Q-ρ',κ1 4- OF',ρ Η- OF',Λ' 4- <ZE,F + ^£,A:' +ο£,ρ 4- Q>E,X 4- tf//',p
+ βΗ',κ' + GH',Q + <*Η',χ + #Ρ,£ + ΛΡ,*' 4-^ρ,ρ 4-αρ,Λ- H- K,F 4- y5A:/ + «7,ρ + ^y,^·
It follows from (41) that
ar„ Γ//Ι/);Λ r// 4- α/;,, ^,,,ζ);,, u// 4- aD+t/ ^D*n ^ = aA,E' 4- fl^,^ 4- yi,p
+ QA,X 4- α^,ρ* 4- aA,K + aA,Q + aA^ γ 4- U',£ 4- ^',//' 4- α^/,ρ 4- flU', r
4- α,ί/,ρ 4- /i',^' 4- α/ί',ρ 4- A>,X + ^ ,£' 4- ΛΒ,Η 4- aB,F· 4- ΟΒ,Λ: 4- # ,£
+ ,//' + B.F 4- αΒ,κ· H- fl£,// H- ^£,P + £,/: + ^£, Y + £;£ + £,A:'
+ ^F,// H- ΟΡ,ΛΓ 4- ΟΡ,Λ: 4- ^ρ,ρ + £',F' 4- α&,κ 4- £',/f + £',p 4- £',A:'
+ Ο£',Λ- 4- αρ',Η1 + OF', r 4- flp',j^ 4- «Ρ',ρ 4- //,p/ 4- α//,* 4- Λ//,ρ 4- fl//, y
+ //',F + αΗ',κ· +aff',Q + aH',x 4-αρ,Α: 4- p ?y + aP^' +αΡ,χ +αχ.χ
H- jr, + y. T' 4- «χ,ρ. (42)
By Proposition 4.5, I*„ v„ contains A, A' and a (possibly empty) set T which is the
union of some sets among B, F, β, ^, Γ, while D*„ y„ U /)*„ M„ contains F, F, F', F7,
/i, /C, Λ , /C .
The presence of any non-empty set among the last ones either in D*„ v„ or in £)*„ M//
implies some conditions for the position of some other ones. We only explicitely
declare the conditions related to the presence in />*„ „//:
Ε Φ 0, £ c /)*//5t;// ̂  D;„tU» =F(JHUK(JK\ T = B P Υ
F ^ 0, FQ/ ) ; W I , W =^ / )ί« Μ »
F7 φ 0, F7 c Z)*//)y// => .D*^,, = E' H H'VK', T = B Q Y
H ^0, H <^D*„ υ,, =>Di„tU„ = E ( J F ( J F ' K, T
K^0, K^ D*„x =» Z)y\M, - FUFUF 'Ut f , Γ -
H'*0, H'^D^^D^^FUE'VF' K', T = B(JQ X
K' + 0, Jf; c Z)M% y// =» Z)* /5W// = FUF'UF'U^ 7 , T = B Po Υ (43)
The presence of αρ,κ,αρ^,ογ,ρ,α^ρ in equality (42) also implies
P = Q = 0 or Χ = Υ = 0, (44)
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while the presence of αΑ,Ρ,αΑ,χ,αΑ^αΑ^,αΑΙ,Ρ,αΑ^γ,αΑι^αΑ<,χ in equality (42)
implies
£0=>P=Q = X=Y = 0. (45)
The absence of aA^H<,aA^,aA^,aA^ in (42) implies
A^0^H' = K' = E = F = 0 (46)
while the absence of αΑ^Η^Α'.κ^Α',Ε'^Α',ρ', implies
Α' Φ 0 => Η = Κ = Ε' = F1 = 0. (47)
If Α Φ 0 and A ' Φ 0, it follows from (45), (46) and (47)
IU,O = A\JB, Du,v = 0, />„,„ = 0;
IU>,V,=A'OB, ZVX = 0, ZVx = 0;
Thus we have v = u + z, v' — u' + z, v" = u" + z and equality (34) does not hold by
Lemma 4.2.
If A 7^ 0 and A1 = 0, by (45), (46) we have, up to exchange between Du»iV» and
Iu,^ = BVE'UF', A,',*' = 0, ZW = 0;
D»»,»» =F'(JK.
Thus ι;7 = M' + z, w;/ = w -h z and υ" — ν 4- ζ and equality (34) does not hold by
Lemma 4.3.
Analogously we also exclude the case A = 0, A1 ^ 0.
The case A = A' = 0 can be discussed in a similar way, distinguishing some
subcases according to the non-empty sets among E,E' ,F,F' ,Η,Η1 ,Κ,Κ1 . In
every case one gets a contradiction, using Lemmas 4.2, 4.3 or falling in a coincidence
between two elements among w, u' , t?, v', u" , υ". Π
Theorem 4.6 includes Huybrechts' family (for which property (ml) is already
proved in [6]) and the dimensional dual hyperovals constructed in Theorem 2.5.
5 Open problems
We have proved that d(d + 3)/2 is the upper bound for the dimension of a projective
space containing a characteristic rf-dimensional dual hyperoval. Is this true for any d-
dimensional dual hyperoval satisfying property (H), or better, for any J-dimensional
dual hyperoval?
Boolean and Teirlinck systems are associated with some dimensional dual hyper-
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ovals. Are there other (possibly characteristic) SBQS's related to dimensional dual
hyperovals satisfying property (H)? In view of Remark 2.4, we conjecture that the
answer is negative. In other words, the link between SBQSs and dimensional dual
hyperovals does not appear so strong as we suspected at the beginning of our research
on this subject.
As noticed by Huybrechts in [6], Huybrechts' family gives rise to semi-biplanes (see
Section 1.3) that are quotients of upper 3-truncated Coxeter complexes. Are the semi-
biplanes defined by the dimensional dual hyperovals of Theorem 2.5 completely new?
Acknowledgement. The authors wish to thank S. Yoshiara for having pointed out
useful information about the family a) in the table of Section 1.2.
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